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2013 ExtraOrdinary Technology Conference Overview
––––––––– Marriott Pyramid North • Albuquerque, NM • July 24 - July 28, 2013 –––––––––

TeslaTech, Inc reserves the right to make changes to this schedule without notice.

Wednesday · July 24
Session 1 (Evening) • An ExtraOrdinary Revelation
5:00PM: Gary Peterson - Tesla’s Wireless Energy System
7:00PM: Conference Evening Social
Thursday · July 25
Session 2 (Morning) • ExtraOrdinary Health Issues
8:00AM: Tracy Tucker - Enzymogens... Key to Longevity
9:30AM: Robyn Benson DOM - Oxidative Therapies and PEMF
11:00AM: Charles J. Crosby DO, MD(H) - TensCam Revolution

Pre Conference Workshop

Wednesday Afternoon
July 24 -- 1PM

On the Bleeding Edge...
Team Colorado

Session 3 (Afternoon) • Scalar Energy Technology
1:00PM: Thomas E Stone - Healing Benefits of a Scalar Energy Medallion
2:30PM: Thorsten Ludwig - Zero point energy, solid state Magnetic generator and consciousness
4:00PM: Lucian M. Ionescu - Tesla Waves, Biofields and Aetheric Energy
Session 4 (Evening)
6:00PM: John Milewski - Magnetricity... New Energy Source
8:00PM: Conference Evening Social
Friday · July 26
Session 5 (Morning) • ExtraOrdinary Plasma Research
8:00AM: Mark Hugo - Its Not HHO!!!!
9:30AM: Moray King - Zero-Point Energy Engines from Anomalous Plasmoid Force
11:00AM: Mike Hingle - Plasmatic Magnetic Energy... A New Way to Generate Plasmas
Session 6 (Afternoon) • ExtraOrdinary Energy Technology
1:00PM: David Garroway - Journey Through the Looking Glass... an Apparently Chaotic Universe
2:30PM: Jeffery Hayes - Tesla’s Real Solution! Zero Emissions and Extreme Mileage
4:00PM: Daniel Gonzales - GEET Technology Moves Forward!
Session 7 (Evening)
6:00PM: David Schmidt - Tesla App Reduces Radiation Exposure
8:00PM: Conference Evening Social
Saturday · July 27
Session 8 (Morning) • Water... An ExtraOrdinary Substance
8:00AM: Clayton Nolte - The Magic of Structured Water
9:30AM: Brian Besco - Tensor Technology Unveiled
11:00AM: Greg Volk - From Plasma to Plasma: The Electric Universe in You
Session 9 (Afternoon) • Real Alternatives in Energy Technology
1:00PM: Vendor Showcase
2:30PM: BC Galegher - Practical Bedini Motor Applications
4:00PM: Al Throckmorton - The Lord’s Pump Project
Session 10 (Evening)
6:00PM: Roland Gregg - Unification Coil... Rodin Coil Evolution
8:00PM: Conference Evening Social

DVDs Will Be

Sunday · July 28
Available After
Session 11 (Morning) • ExtraOrdinary Challenges
Conference!
8:00AM: Lee Walstad - The Theory of Everything and History
9:30AM: Suzanne Price - Qualar Physics: Applications to ZPE
11:00AM: E. A. Boudreaux - God Created the Earth... Genesis of Creation Chemistry
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Wednesday Workshop· July 24 •1PM
2. Producing gaseous ‘Plasma Water’
bleeding edge... where fantasy is on
On the Bleeding Edge... The
(SG Gas) with magnetic energy
a collision course with reality... a brutal
Where Fantasy Meets Reality!

Fantasy Iron Man Power Pack

Real ‘Plasmatic’ Generator

Team Colorado

place where the landscape is cluttered
with the debris of broken dreams! It is
against this backdrop that the independent inventor struggles on... and every
now and then is greeted with success!

Despite the odds, a Colorado team of
alternative energy explorers are achieving consistent results. In this workshop,
they will reveal several amazing working models demonstrating at least three
new scientific discoveries that allow for
world changing practical applications.
1. Employing ‘Strong Focusing Magnetic Energy’ and ‘Resonance’
enables huge performance gains in
materials processing efficiency.

Conference Lodging Facilities
Limited space... Please register by June 30!

instead of electrolysis, simplifies
generator design, greatly reduces
size and cost, produces a superior
stable usable gas, and increases gas
production rates such that it negates
the need for buffer gas storage.
3. Xenon gas filled capillaries replacing copper wire electrical conductors allows for huge gains in dynamo
efficiency while reducing heat.
Clean, safe and super efficient appliances that will sanitize, heat, cook, power,
light, process and transport materials
will be demonstrated. This is the first
public revelation of both the devices
and the technology behind them!

Conference
Evening Social

Meet the Speakers
... and New Friends!
Wed/Thu/Fri/Sat
~8PM

Every night provides an opportunity to meet
the speakers and other attendees in a relaxed
social setting. Its a great opportunity to make
new friends that share your interests. We
even provide some refreshments!

Hotel Amenities

Special hotel amenities for
conference attendees include:
- Free Breakfast
- Free high speed internet
(both cable or wireless available)
Hotel Reservations:
- Free local calls
- Business Center open 24/7
- Clean, fresh, comfortable rooms
standard with a coffee maker,
Be sure to request our special iron and ironing board.

(877) 622-3056
2013 TeslaTech

Marriott Pyramid North ExtraOrdinary Technology
5151 San Francisco Road NE
Albuquerque, NM 87109
(505) 821-3333

Conference rates!

$8900 per night!!

www.albuquerquemarriottnorth.com

For taxicab service in Albuquerque,
Call Albuquerque Cab Company at

(505) 883-4888
Need an Airport Shuttle?
(505) 883-4966

Check out our website at : http:// www.teslatech.info
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Conference Evening Sessions ...

Wednesday Jul 24 - 6PM

Tesla’s Wireless
Energy System
Gary Peterson

This working model demonstrates real
‘wireless power’ as Tesla designed it
which is superior to the designs used
in the commercial market.

Nikola Tesla is well known for his pioneering development
of the 3-phase AC electrical power system and the reworking
of his predecessor’s primitive RF power supplies, ultimately
providing mankind with the world’s first practical radio
communications system. This presentation describes the
development of some original electrical apparatus... from an
early electric arc lighting system to his advanced system for
the wireless transmission of electrical energy.
Tesla’s worldwide wireless system was designed to transmit
real power... enough to power thousands of electrical motors.
His Colorado Springs lab tested a number of concepts which
were to be implemented at Wardenclyffe.. which was to be the
initial station in a worldwide network of transmitting towers.
Tesla went bankrupt and Wardenclyffe, his visionary dream,
was never completed. A small-scale Tesla wireless system
will be demonstrated, and some alternative theories will be
proposed to explain its operation.

Friday Jul 26 - 6PM

Thursday Jul 25 - 6PM

Magnetricity...
New Energy Source
Dr. John V Milewski

Presentation includes plans and/or
prototype batteries, lights, and power sources all of which are based on
magnetic monopole flow.

Our whole civilization is dependent on electricity (the flow
of electrons) to function. If and when it fails our civilization would be completely crippled. Given this possibility
it would be wise to research an alternate energy source as
a backup system to supplement and eventually replace the
electrical system in our world. One candidate for a new
electrically independent energy source is Magnetricity ...
the flow of magnetic monopoles.
The existence of magnetic monopoles has been a controversial subject since Daric proposed their existence in 1931.
Many experiments to demonstrate the proof of magnetic
monopoles were designed by Freeman Cope from 1978 to
1981. Finally, in 1984, Phillip Calahan reported detecting
magnetic monopoles. Since then, much doubt as to their existence is gone but there is a severe shortage of investigators
working with them. The superluminal speed of monopole
flow promises to usher in a new technological revolution.

Saturday Jul 27 - 6PM

Tesla App Reduces Unification Coil...
Radiation Exposure Rodin Coil Evolution
David Schmidt

“BRAIN NEURON” emission
from the new technology

On May 31, 2011 the World Health Organization (WHO), together with the International Agency for Research on Cancer
(IARC) classified radiofrequency electromagnetic fields emitted by cell phones as possibly carcinogenic to humans (Group
2B), based on an increased risk for glioma, a malignant type
of brain cancer, associated with wireless phone use.
LifeWave has developed a solution – using an innovative
variation of Tesla technology – that will reduce your exposure
to this potentially harmful microwave radiation emitted by
cell phones. Independently laboratory tested and proven, this
new application in Tesla technology can reduce microwave
exposure by as much as 97%.
But wait there’s more! This new technological approach may
also hold the key to new applications of conventional tesla
technology in the fields of health, energy transmission and
energy production. Basic experiments have been performed
and successfully verified that this new method can reshape
the emission pattern of a Tesla coil, with often astounding
results and implications.

Rolland Gregg

A rewired unification coil with
458 times overunity measured!

The Unification Coil combines the effects of Marco Rodin’s
Rodin Coil and Randy Powell’s Abha Coil. The Unification
Coil utilizes the principles embodied in vortex-based mathematics, sacred geometry, and classical electromagnetism in
order to create vortexes of self regulating electrical energy.
In its current state, the coil’s technologies are ready to be
implemented into water purification/structuring, low-cost
lighting for crop growth, motor/generator applications for
on/off grid use, electromagnetic pulse therapy units, energy
reduction systems, and many other inexpensive solutions
for our energy needs.
Through an inspiration for developing a sustainable night
light, Daniel and Erica Nunez designed, tested, and proofed
out many different characteristics associated with Nunez
Vortex Coils. They noted various effects such as: low voltage ozone production, magnetic monopoles on each design,
1:1 coil plasma excitation, rotors spinning on multiple axis,
and very non-linear measurements of overunity. In some
cases up to 458X overunity has been measured!!!

Check out our website at : http:// www.teslatech.info
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Thursday Jul 25• Session 2 (Morn) • ExtraOrdinary Health Issues
Oxidative Therapies &
Pulsed ElectroMagnetic
Field Therapy (PEMF)
Robyn Benson DOM

Enzymogens...
Key to Longevity
Tracy Tucker

An enzymogen is any substance (supplements or food) that causes the body
to be able to increase production of its
own enzymes. Our interests here are
focused on the antioxidant enzymes
that our body should produce but generally slows down production with age.
Antioxidant enzymes perform different functions than digestive enzymes
or the fibrinolytic enzymes that people
often use. Enzymogens have been
tested to show enormous increases
in production of the three major antioxidant enzymes – SOD (superoxide
dismutase)/Catalase, Glutathione Peroxidase and Methionine Reductase.
The plethora of toxins in the world
quickly reduces our cells’ ability to
produce life-saving antioxidant enzymes. But a smart enzymogen gives
your body the components it needs to
awaken your native capacity to defend
cells against oxidation or the onslaught
of free radicals we experience in today’s
world. Internally produced antioxidant
enzymes perform many vital functions,
including chelating heavy metals and
chemicals out of the body. This type
of chelation far surpasses any other
method of chelation. Over 30 years
of research show that adding highly
specific and naturally engineered fuel
facilitates the detox of heavy metals,
chemicals and even radiation!
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Oxidative therapy is a term that describes a number of different practices
in which oxygen, ozone, or hydrogen
peroxide are administered to kill disease microorganisms, improve cellular
function, and promote damaged tissue
healing. For example, exercising while
breathing supplemental oxygen may
greatly increase the amount of oxygen
in the blood plasma. Quite often after
15 minutes of exercising with oxygen,
there is a dramatic increase in energy,
vision and mental clarity.
Thousands of studies and clinical trials on PEMF concern ailments ranging
from arthritis to vision on the different types of magnetic therapies. The
proven PEMF applications increase
microcirculation and improves flow
characteristics of the blood. Cells re-

ceive more oxygen and nutrients. The
supply of energy and the removal of
metabolic waste is improved. Sports
fitness following competitive events
can be more rapidly restored.
Using PEMF while administering high
oxygen concentrations increases our
oxygen uptake, giving cells the O2 required to process ATP, which provides
you with more energy. Enhanced oxygen uptake is due to the cell charging
that occurs during magnetic resonance.
Our bodies are bioelectric batteries
and as our cells become charged and
then repel each other, rreater oxygen
uptake, cellular communication, and
cellular waste removal are induced.

TensCam Revolution

Safe and Effective Pain Relief that
can relieve chronic pain without
drugs, needles or surgery
Charles Crosby DO, MD(H)
Struggling with pain, whether inflammation or emotional, can affect the
balance of your daily life. We are offering a 21st century technology that is
painless, non-invasive, and safe to use
for relieving pain.

CAMS devices offer medical practitioners and patients an effective new
alternative:
•Painless, non-invasive treatment in
as little as 10 seconds
• Relief of pain and inflammation
• No harmful side-effects
• Nearly immediate results

Crosby Advanced Medical Systems
(CAMS) offers a new approach to
health care for the 21st century. These
revolutionary, no-touch healing devices use the principles of quantum physics, and combine conventional medical
technology with the proven electrical
properties of quartz crystal. TensCam
treats underlying causes of pain, inflammation and dysfunction without
drugs, needles or surgery.

Disturbances in the human energy
field are the real cause of disease and
ill health. In clear simple language, Dr
Crosby will explain how using scalar
energy, quartz crystal technology and
the earth’s resonant frequency to alleviate the disturbances can help solve
numerous health problems. This work
is backed up by many case studies
from clinicians and patients as well as
complete clinical references.
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Thursday Jul 25• Session 3 (Aft) • Scalar Energy Technology
Healing Benefits
of a Scalar
Energy Medallion
Thomas E Stone
Results of the first pilot study indicate
that the Scalar Energy Medallion significantly increases the human biofield,
as measured by the GDV Technique.
In addition, the organ system function
and chakra balance were significantly
improved, as measured by the GDV
Technique.
The GDV Technique based on the
"Kirlian effect" allows the study of
the bio-energy fields of subjects (human, animal, plant, liquid etc.). The
"Kirlian Effect" refers to the resulting
image of a gas discharge, "fluorescence" or “glow” that appears around
the edge of an object after it is placed
in a high-intensity electrical field.
The occurrence of this glow has been

known for more than two centuries. It
is used to estimate the energy state of
any biological object.
The GDV camera produces a dynamic
glow image of an object or each finger
of a human and using specially developed software, generates information
about the energetic condition of the
substance or human. This technology
measures and analyzes both materials
and individuals in a scientifically objective and reproducible manner. The
GDV camera is sophisticated Kirlian
technology developed in Russia and
registered by the Russian Ministry of
Healthcare as a medical device. It is
a non-invasive method of monitoring
the effects of treatment modalities.

Zero Point Energy,
Magnetic Generator
and Consciousness

Lucian M. Ionescu

At a fundamental level only classical
and quantum information exists. The
“hardware” is partly material and partly subtle: chi meridians and aetheric
streams of energy. The “software” is
considerably less understood: spirit,
soul etc, yet provides a theoretical
bridge between science and religion.
What interests everyone is how to produce, accumulate and harvest “good”
chi. I will focus on three phenomena,
aiming to demonstrate that they have
to be different instances of quantum
information circuits circulating quantum information:

Dr. Thorsten Ludwig
Dr. Ludwig will present his latest research in the field of Zero Point Energy.
He is working on the Coler generator, a solid state magnetic device and
a new experiment. Zero point energy
is the quantum field theory name for
the sea of energy that we live in and
that fills all space. This device of the
German inverter Hans Coler were
tested by the famous Physicists Prof.
Schumann (Schumann resonances)
and Prof. Knudson to have overunity.
Dr. Ludwig will present the latest insights into this technology. Modern
physics teaches us that magnetism is
fundamentally originates through zero
point energy. Derived from Quantum
field theory and the experimental work
in the field of influence of random processes by human intention it will be
shown that theoretically consciousness

Multiple Facets of
Quantum Information

1) Longitudinal, Magneto-Dielectric
Tesla waves,
2) Chi balls produced with your own
hands (volunteers invited to try),

has a large potential to tap zero point
energy for new energy devices. For the
first time, Dr Ludwig will reveal his
latest experiment. Currently a ion trap
is being built, the same technique that
was honoured with 2012 physics noble
price. This experiment will allow to
see single ions and to experiment with
single quantum states. The experiment
will be used to answer fundamental
questions about energy. The use of a
single electron will also probe the idea
if the human mind can influence a
single quantum event. Do not miss this
really deep and interesting research
into new energy technologies.

3) Toroidal coils producing no magnetic
fields, only vortex of aetheric energy.

The problem is to be able to detect the
quantum information with appropriate,
sensitive detectors. A plant attached to
an oscilloscope will be used in place
of the “sensitives” of baron Karl von
Reichenbach, and according to the experiments of Cleave Baxter.
The properties of quantum channels
will be demonstrated with “wireless”
Tesla communication. The connection
with balls of chi generated by humans
will be explained. The aetheric vortex
of toroidal kit and special properties of
Rodin coils will be addressed.

Check out our website at : http:// www.teslatech.info
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Friday Jul 26 • Session 2 (Morn) • ExtraOrdinary Plasma Research
ZPE Engines from
Anomalous Plasmoid Force
Moray King

IT’S NOT HHO!
Mark Hugo

In 1989, Pons and Flieschmann announced to the world that they had
discovered ‘fusion in a bottle”... thus
began a 24 year odyssey for a young
engineer, which took him on a global
quest to visit folks who have discovered the secrets of the universe. Miles
and years wiser, that engineer will discuss the results of a private research
operation in Ukraine, who have formed
Super Heavy Nuclei in quantity with 5
nanosecond, 200kV 500kA discharges
in small vacuum chambers.
Further revelations include a 2004
discovery by a professor of electrochemistry that SHOULD be shaking
the foundations of science, but has
been be ignored! As a result of this
professor’s work, and the engineer’s
work, with multi-plate electrolysis
devices, not only have observations
been made, backing up the professor’s
work... but a culpable explanation of
the Papp engine has been achieved.
It is no accident that the addition of
a mere 500 ml per minute of H2 and
O2 from various multiplate electrolysis devices, people are getting 20
to 40% better mileage. At the same
time, there is no magic form of hydroxy (HHO) which puts out “extra
energy”. The real source of the “extra
energy” however, is --- unknown, but
the evidence of it’s reality is undeniable (based on direct measurements
of a strong NUCLEAR phenomenon).
These matters will be discussed, along
with a straightforward plan to go from
30% “extra mileage” to a self running
system using these new processes
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A common hypothesis can explain
both the noble gas engine of Papp as
well as engines that appear to run on
water. A gas comprised of symmetric
energetic sub-micron clusters of inert
gases or charged water clusters can run
an internal combustion engine with
surprising power from a mechanism
different than heating air or hot gas
expansion. When subjected to a high
voltage pulse, the clusters convert into
energetic, torus shaped, plasma vortex
rings or plasmoids.
Shoulders extensively studied such
forms and observed they exhibited
anomalous self-acceleration, anomalous force, and excessive energy. He
named them “exotic vacuum objects”
(EVO) to reflect his hypothesis that
they self-organize and cohere the vac-

uum’s zero-point energy (ZPE). The
anomalous force can be dramatically
augmented when the plasma swirls
into a large vortex ring. The chamber
of the Papp engine is designed to induce such flow.
The driving energy and force manifest as the EVO plasmoid twists the
ZPE flux into our space. When water
clusters are compressed into the combustion chamber with the piston top
dead center as the spark plug fires, the
resulting EVOs manifest extreme mutual repulsion, which propel the piston
via a pulsed plasma anomaly that is not
heat. The phenomena offers extremely
efficient use of today’s internal combustion engines.

Plasmatic
Magnetic Energy

A New Way to Generate Plasma!
Add sufficient energy, a solid will
become liquid. Add more energy,
the liquid will become gaseous. Add
even more energy, and we obtain a
plasma. Plasma is the fourth state of
matter which is the most highly energized state of matter. The molecular
and atomic makeup of this matter is
ionically charged and magnetically
oriented, thereby more crystalline
structured, thus less resistive and virtually superconductive of electric and
magnetic currents.
Plasmatic Magnetic Energy is strong
magnetic energy that can pump up the
energy levels within the electron shells
surrounding the nucleus of the atoms
of matter, to cause that matter to undergo phase transitions, changing the
state of that matter to become either a
solid, a liquid, a gas, or a plasma, or to
emit photons or phonons.

Mike Hingle
In the last century, plasma scientists
used high temperature fire, or high
voltage electricity, or photonic energy
to generate plasmas. Now, we have
discovered how to use strong magnetic fields, called “Plasmatic Magnetic
Energy” to much more safely, much
more efficiently, and much more economically generate plasmas.
All matter is influenced by magnetic
fields and nothing escapes the power
of Plasmatic Magnetic Energy. This
new highly energy efficient method
of generating plasmas will quickly
replace most all of our prior energy
systems that we have relied upon for
human cultural development.
A Miniature-MagnetoHydroDynamic
Electric Power Generator powered by
Cold Plasmatic Magnetic Energy will
be shown.
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Friday · Jul 26 • Session 3 (Afternoon) • ExtraOrdinary Research
Tesla’s Real Solution!
Zero Emissions and
Extreme Mileage
Jeffery Hayes
Tesla Engine Builders Association

Many are aware that Nikola Tesla
revolutionized the World with his
polyphase AC electric power system
and combined cycle gas turbine patents,
which continue to be today’s standard.
Most are not aware, however, that we
are using only half of Tesla’s patented
hardware, the remainder of which is
proven capable of ending “greenhouse
gas” emissions!
This is a unique opportunity Detroit
to turn the tables using Tesla Technology. Simple in its basic design, with
few moving parts, the Tesla engine is
relatively inexpensive to manufacture,
and requires less maintenance than a
typical conventional engine.

Tesla gave us the design for a complete
hybrid capable of exceeding 100 mpg.
In the early 1990s Volvo proved the
concept with their “Environmental
Concept Car.” Although a revolution for
vehicles, the Volvo was not economic
for production due to the part of the
system that was not Tesla’s. This missing component was the engine.
Although Volvo used a specially developed bladed turbine to drive a Tesla
high frequency alternator, it was not the
revolutionary ‘Tesla Turbine.’ The Tesla
Turbine can operate at red heat while
using dirty water for half of its fuel
volume and is capable of completing a
“combined cycle” in a single stage.

Journey Through
the Looking Glass...
Practical Applications of an
Apparently Chaotic Universe

David Garroway
Our universe is imploding, not expanding as it appears. Gravity is an effect,
not a force. You are being pushed down
to the earth, not pulled. The existence
of numerous gravitation anomalies
around the world, mystery spots, implies the existence of the lumiferious
aether. The aether is a continuously
accelerating, constantly imploding,
deastrofractating function of spacetime. It does this along the lines of the
golden mean spiral, all the way down
to the nuclear level. This process is responsible for the constant creation of
hydrogen and drives all the forces of
nature.
The aether has twelve spiraling waves
all told. Some go clockwise, others
spiral counter-clockwise. Some are
imploding while others expand out-

ward from the center of every atom.
Catching and utilizing these waves can
be tricky. These waves provide the basis for basis for free energy, antigravity
and the manipulation of time itself.
They also suggest the nature of chi.
These processes will be discussed and
demonstrated using actual hardware
experiments. Two inertial drives and
superluminal communication will be
talked about. The surprising difference
between right and left handed energies will be covered, along with new
fractal mathematics. The flux patterns
that exist within the spirals themselves
will be analyzed offering applications
in fields as diverse as nanotechnology,
optics and medicine.

GEET Technology
Moves Forward!
Daniel Gonzales

In simple definition, GEET could be
called a carburetor with a miniature refinery built in. With it, there is no need
for catalytic converters, smog pumps
and many other costly items on cars,
as the GEET Fuel Processor is not just
a fuel delivery system it is also a pollution elimination unit!
The first working prototype was developed long before the technical analysis
was attempted. The technology used
in the GEET Fuel Processor is a combination of the most basic scientific
principles, most of which falls within
the normal rules and of thermodynamics. But some of the 70 simultaneous
phenomenon are not found in those
books, since it is the combination of
events resulting in the formation of a
plasma based fuel, which is the body
of this discovery. Plasma research is a
fairly new field of acceptable science.
Put quite simply, the exhaust heat is
transferred to the incoming fuel vapor, which must be maintained in a
vacuum, and the overall configuration provides a molecular breakdown
within the vacuum of all of the heavier
elements. Therefore, intensifying the
vacuum, the speed of molecular breakdown or reaction is magnified, and less
heat is required.
Gas prices are higher than ever... and
GEET can be part of the solution. Early
efforts for this groundbreaking experimental technology centered on small
engines. Now, efforts are focused on
larger engines and independent researchers are making progress...

Check out our website at : http:// www.teslatech.info
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Saturday· Jul 27 • Session 5 (Morning) • Water..
From Plasma...
... to Plasma

GDV Imaging of a Tensor Ring
and magnet creating a Meissner Effect

The Electric Universe in You
Greg Volk

What’s
in a Tensor Ring?
Brian Besco

Within a Tensor Ring is an infinite
source of energy that is neither electric nor magnetic with an output that is
beneficial and healing to all life forms.
It is a superconductor that neutralizes
magnetic fields bringing coherency
to chaos. Simple and inexpensive to
make, it produces a measureable gravitational effect. Tensor technology is
noted for its use in healing, pollution
abatement, energizing and restructuring water, neutralizing electromagnetic
fields, enhancing plant growth and vitality, bee-keeping practices, amongst
thousands of other observations.
Slim Spurling created the Tensor
Rings in 1991. Slim later found John
Wheeler’s extensive work with closed
loops. Wheeler called the “field” created by the loop a “tensor field.” Hans
Becker, an astrophysicist who extensive tested the Spurling Rings, said that
“when you create a closed loop coil,
energy begins to flow and the laws of
physics go out the window. They may
be the simplest, most efficient source
of energy there is... gathering it and
condensing it freely from space.”
Tensor fields created in Tensor Rings
may form an anti-gravity field. Grebennikov’s work supports this hypothesis
as well as Mueller’s global scaling,
where Tensor Rings emit a harmonic
to a specific gravitational wave. This
groundbreaking presentation is well
supported with credible references.
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Without doubt the most amazing substance in the universe is water.... and
electricity explains why. An abundance of research points toward electrical structure as key to understanding
why ice floats, clouds stay up, snowflakes have six sides, water has such
incredible surface tension, Brown’s gas
behaves as it does, living cells remain
distinct, and why Viktor Schauberger
obtained negative resistance. Through
its ability to transform light or pulsed
electricity into charge separation, water may act as an energy transducer,
vital to photosynthesis and even life
itself.
For centuries, natural springs around
the world have gained fame for miracle healing properties, with water
found to be alkaline, rich in minerals

and “active hydrogen”, with negative
Oxidation Reduction Potential (ORP).
Inspired by a desire to produce this
healing water anywhere on demand,
Russian and Japanese research developed water ionizers, generating “functional” or “kangen” (back to the origin)
water. Again mountains of research reveal that virtually all degenerative diseases (obesity, cancer, heart disease,
Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s, arthritis)
thrive in an acidic environment, which
can be repaired via ionized water. The
plasma of electrical charge literally
governs the plasma in your blood. Tesla Tech attendees may sample some
ionized water for themselves.

The Magic of
Structured Water
Clayton M. Nolte

Structured water is water that is organized into small clusters of five to
twenty molecules. Drinking this water is the most fundamental way to
help the body function and remain
disease free. The benefits of structuring water include neutralization of all
toxins in the water through structuring, increased hydration, increased
absorption of nutrients in our food,
healthier bodies, skin, hair, and nails.
Additionally the water has lower surface tension, dissolves hard minerals
in the water, and de-calcifies the pineal
gland, which can assist in expanding
consciousness.

Structuring water energetically erases
the toxic memory that accumulated
from everything the water passed by, or
through. Even if physical contaminants
are removed, their negative vibrational
imprint is still in the water’s memory
bank. Reverse osmosis and distillation technologies do not remove the
negative vibrational imprints, but
structuring through vortexing energies
erases the negative imprint.
In agriculture, structured water units
result in plants that are more hydrated,
with up to a 30% reduction in water
use, drought, heat, and freeze resistant,
as well as pest resistant and disease
resistant. The Brix levels of crops
watered with structured water are substantially higher than those watered
with regular water, indicating higher
nutritional and sugar levels.
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Saturday· Jul 27 Session 6 (Afternoon) • Alt EnergyTechnology
Practical Application
for Bedini Motors
Brian Galegher

Bedini Motors should be included into
every off-grid environment. Inexpensive and easy to build, they are uniquely
useful to charge and maintain banks of
storage batteries. A major maintenance
issue for storage batteries is sulphation
that causes lead-acid batteries to gradually lose the ability to hold a charge
after of regular cycles of charging and
discharging. Trickle charging with a
Bedini Motor can eliminate battery
sulphation and keep batteries at 100%
of capacity, along with several other
very interesting advantages.
Upon attending this session you will
gain the knowledge to build your own

Bedini Motor and how to integrate
them into your off-grid energy system.
Benefits to integrating this technology
include:
o Rejuvenate dead batteries
o Prevent battery deterioration
o Green technology implementation
o Highly efficient motor
o Can use with Wind/Solar technology
o Bedini Motors are inexpensive and
easily built using John Bedini’s patents by nearly anyone interested.
o Take up a small footprint
o No exotic materials needed
o Bedini Motors are scalable from
small to large configurations.
o Actively collects Zero Point energy
for storage into batteries.
Be inspired to build your own Bedini
Motors and discover how these amazing motors really work.

The Lord’s
Pump Project
Al Throckmorton

A small isolated village of 2500 people
in northern Uganda without potable
water, electric power, access to fuel or
funds needed help. A massacre under
the brutal regime of Idi Amin, decimated the inhabitants leaving the village
mostly populated by grandmothers
and their grandchildren. To survive,
the villagers carried water in 5-gallon
plastic pails from a small mountain
stream located miles away and behind
a 500 ft. ridge.
The ardurous daily trek had conditioned
the villagers to severely ration their
water usage. Instead of 100 gallons a
day (the US standard), the average villager consumed 10 gallons a day. This
meant that the villagers transported
25,000 gallons a day. Christ Aid was
enlisted to raise funds and solve the
water problem.

Vendor Showcase

Not all of the new and exciting technologies make it on stage. Often, some
of the best technologies are out in the
expo area. As a new feature, we are
allowing the vendors an opportunity
to give a 5-10 minute presentation on
the products that they have brought to
the conference. Since time is limited,
this activity will be restricted to the
vendors who are not speaking at the
conference.

Not a Member?

Join
Today!

Member Benefits –––
• Membership Magazine
• Mail Order Discounts
• Conference Fee Discounts

Since there was adequate water from
the stream year around, and inexpensive plastic piping available a pipeline
was the preferred solution. There was
plenty of labor to lay the pipeline, but
a lack of available power placed the
project in jeapardy as there was no
way to pump the water over the ridge.
This presentation reveals the inspired
answer: a plastic pump operating at
260 psi using the water pumped as
the fuel. The schematics and original
proof of concept equipment will be on
display and the current project status
as well as possible other applications
will be discussed.

.... the Best Kept Secret in Science!

TeslaTech champions and nurtures advanced concepts
and products in science and technology. Our publications
and conferences provide independent inventors and
researchers with a credible platform to introduce new,
advanced concepts, inventions and discoveries to the
world -- many of these concepts originated with Tesla at
the turn of the 20th century. Research materials related
to science and technology are available to the general
public through our catalogs.

– Annual Membership Fee
• $30-United States

$35-Canada/Mexico • $55-Elsewhere

Lifetime US Membership $500

Credit Card Orders Contact:

Call (520) 463-1994

www.teslatech.info

Check out our website at : http:// www.teslatech.info
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Sunday · Jul 28 · Session 7 (Morning) • ExtraOrdinary Challenges
God Created
the Earth

Genesis of Creation Chemistry
E. A. Boudreaux

Qualar Physics:
Applications to ZPE
Suzanne Price

The Qualar approach bridges universal
spirituality with quantum mechanics,
scalar physics, string theory, psi energies and selected biological research.
A coherent and eclectic interpretation
that spans esoteric dimensions to human DNA is possible via the golden
threads of resonance. Evidenced by
subtle light and sound, such vibrations
manifest through life’s forms geometrically and harmonically. These
twin threads express as simple helices,
torices, and vortices that evolve into
more complex forms of platonic solids
in patterns like the golden ratio.
Qualar Physics draws on a broad spectrum of research including the ancient
wisdom of sages as well as research
by more than 40 scientists, theorists
and physicists. An expanded structural
analysis of these viewpoints supports
the basic theory of an electric universe
and explores how this may unfold. It
also upholds previous ether and vortex
suppositions that have been ignored
for more than a century due to trends
set by Einstein’s Relativity theories.
Nikola Tesla understood how ether
and vortices work and applied them
in his research and inventions. Certain
aspects of the proposed Qualar field
proposal may provide valuable insights that enhance zero point energy
research. The creative work of several
TeslaTech inventors will be briefly reviewed from this holistic perspective.

This presentation introduces a rigorous scientific model for the origin of
chemical elements and accelerated
rates of radioactive decay. This model
is Biblically based on water as the initial
material substance that was created.
The book, God Created the Earth, was
written to impact qualified scientists, by
demonstrating that good, valid science
can be done using the Bible as the basis
of a model. However, this presentation
will be geared for the general public.
The major topics are derivation of all
chemical elements from water in a
very high energy plasma state, having a
temperature of some 1010K. These conditions which provide the production of
elements are also the very same conditions which promote enormous accel-

eration of radioactive decay rates. Thus
the employment of radiometric dating
for establishing a geological record of
the earth is worthless. In addition to
these two major topics, a new model
for the Earth’s magnetic field falls directly out of the fundamental model
presented. Complete details regarding
this magnetic field are provided
The presentation will clarify all the
specific technical details contained in
the book This should be most beneficial
to those who have already purchased a
copy of the book.

The Theory of Everything
and History
Lee Walstad

the seventh discovered element will be
shown to be the basic definition of The
Unified Field Theory.
During Grecian times, before the advent of modern astronomy, everything
was understood by four basic elements:
earth, fire, water, and air. Each element
was assigned to a platonic solid and
for the fifth platonic solid, there was a
"quintessence." Since then, our instruments advanced, allowing us to detect
new unexplained phenomena. Such
phenomena include dark energy, dark
matter, the expansion of the universe,
the speed of light, quantum entanglement, quantum tunneling, and superconductivity. The author will attempt
to show, through the discovery of two
new elements, how everything man can
think of can be explained. Specifically,

Everything reflects everything else,
and everything is contained in every
other thing. The Big Bang results from
a quantum tunneling event, showing
the possibility of superluminal travel.
The expansion of the Universe occurs
omnidirectionally. This means that everything is possible and represents the
absolute greatest value in math.
We will explain how a reversal of The
Laws of Thermodynamics allows information to be sent from the future,
resulting in limitless potential for
mankind, how manna was produced
by the Ark of The Covenant, and other
ancient devices. A path for mankind to
achieve these goals to usher in a new
awakening will be described.

Check out our website at : http:// www.teslatech.info
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ExtraOrdinary Technology Conference
Albuquerque, NM • July 24 - July 28, 2013

Conference Early PreRegistration Form
Information so HOT... it NEEDS to be Suppressed!
Nikola Tesla set the stage for unparalleled technological advances in the 20th Century and the new
millennium. In the tradition of Tesla, many of our researchers will be presenting new concepts that go
against the status quo. Speaking slots are limited with priority going to those who have WORKING
HARDWARE! We challenge you to come and see many of these advanced concepts demonstrated
at this conference.... many of them are so unbelievable, you have to see them for yourself!!!
This is a great opportunity to meet others who share your interests! Attending conferences is the
best, and most economical, way of developing your network of professional contacts.... Get the
inside technical information you will not find on the internet!!!! -

Conference Notes:

• Video Recordings. Professional
quality video DVDs will be available during and after the conference.
Private taping is not allowed.
Conference fees do not include
DVDs.

Suggested
Speaker
Topics/Categories :
• Tesla Technology
• Tesla Coils
• High Energy Physics
• Scalar Technology
• Alternative Energy
• Fuel Saving Products
• Alternative Medicine
• New Health Products
• Extreme Physics

Conference PreRegistration Rates

Type Attendee

Member/Nonmember
Spouse
Students

Wednesday Workshop

Rate

$ 399.95
$ 349.95
$ 299.95

# Attend

Cost

$ 49.95

• Family Discounts. Spouse rates
List spouse/student/additional attendees:
available to immediate family accompanied by members.
• Individual Sessions. Individual
session rates available at the door on
a space available basis only.

TeslaTech Members

Conference Fees:

• Hotel. The conference will be at
the Albuquerque Marriott North Registration Discount Rates
Pyramid... There is a special group 30%-Members registered before Feb 28
rate of $89 which includes breakfast. 25% -members registered before Apr 30
To make reservations call:

(505) 821-3333
Rooms are limited and the rate is good
until June 30. Be sure to ask for TeslaTech's special group rate.

Total:
— Discount:
Subtotal:

20% -members registered before May 31
Register Early for BEST Discount!!!

TeslaTech Membership:

Total:

Door registration subject to space availability!

TeslaTech Membership Rates

Discounts do not apply to Membership Rates!
• Refund Policy. Exchange only..
$30.00--US • $35.00--Canada/Mexico • $55.00 --Elsewhere
no cash refunds. Refund credit to be
used on goods/services produced by Name:
TeslaTech only.
Address:

Send in with check or money order
City:					
in United States funds to:
TeslaTech, Inc
296 E Donna Drive
Queen Valley, AZ 85218

Country:				

State: 		

Zip:

Phone:

E-Mail:

Or CALL (520) 463-1994 or FAX (801) 729-3661 with your MASTERCARD, or VISA order!
Account #:

Exp:

Check out our website at : http:// www.teslatech.info

CVC:
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www.teslatech.info ... Energy • Medicine • Technology For the Future

Are you suffering from acute or chronic pain?

Do you want nearly immediate results without harmful side-effects?

Struggling with pain, whether inflammation or emotional, can affect the balance of your daily life. We
are offering a 21st century technology that is painless, non-invasive, and safe to use for relieving pain.
Crosby Advanced Medical Systems (CAMS) offers a new approach to health care. These revolutionary,
no-touch healing devices use the principles of quantum physics, and combine conventional medical
technology with the proven electrical properties of quartz crystal. Result: TensCam treats the underlying
cause of pain, inflammation and dysfunction without drugs, needles or surgery.

Crosby Advanced Medical Systems, Inc.

How does energy-based
healing work?

Phone: (407) 823-9502 --|-- Fax: (407) 823-9427

Read Dr. Crosby’s book

13556 Dornoch Drive Suite #1, Orlando, FL 32828

––––––––– Visit our website: http://www.tenscam.com –––––
Visit the TensCams Booth at the 2013 ExtraOrdinary Technology Conference!!! –––––––––
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